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To open stroller frame
When you fold the stroller the folding latch will lock into
position automatically.

� .To Unfold and Assemble

A)

� .Use Instructions



5.To assemble the canopy: 6.To assemble and disassemble 



� .Use Instructions
� .Use Instructions

9.To adjust rest：
Press down both round 
buttons to adjust  foot rest.

7.To use front swivel lock：
Press down on swivel lock 
lever to swivel.Pull back the 
swivel lock lever and fix it into
the base notch so wheels can
only move steadily.  

8.To use brakes：
When stroller is stopped press 
down on both rear brake levers 
with foot. To unlock lift up with 
toe.  

10.To adjust backrest：
To lower seat,pull the plastic 
lever and  pull down the seat
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11.To use restraint system： 12.To adjust handle：
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11.To use restraint system：
To unlock buckle,press in on 
center button and pull harness 
from each side. To lock buckle,
push each side of harness back
 into buckle until they click in 
place

12.To adjust handle：
Press the buttons in to adjust
the handle to different heights. 

13.To fold stroller：
Take hold of the handlerbars and pull the folding levers on both edges 
upwards.At the same time press down handls to fold stroller.
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adapter and one more seat.the stroller can be used for two children. 

16

16.Release two buckles at the back side of seat, the seat can transfer 
     into carrycot function.

14.Turn the rear seat adapter from Pic 1 into Pic 3,the stroller can be 
used for one child only. 
Press the button and remove the adapter as Pic 1,then rotate 180°as 
Pic 2,

� .Use Instructions

15.When the rear seat adapter is in twin version,assemble the front seat
15
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� .Use Instructions
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15.When the rear seat adapter is in twin version,assemble the front seat
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Ⅲ.For one child
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